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In the classical world of microeconomic pricing theory, the
astute observer has little difficulty determining at what price the
firm will sell its output. If one can assume (as economists are
wont to do) that perfect competition is a "reasonable" assumption to make in explaining pricing behavior among the firms in a
competitive market, it follows that the short-run equilibrium
price level is that price at which the short-run quantities demanded and supplied are equal. At that equilibrium point, price
will equal marginal cost for all firms that choose to produce
rather than shut down their plants. Therefore. since firms can
change their plant size, and either enter or leave the industry,
the long-run equilibrium price a firm charges is the equivalent of
its long run average cost; it is all very elementary.
Unfortunately. business pricing polic, is infinitely more com~
plex, and at the same time, infinitely less sophi ticated than the
microeconomists' view of the marketplace would have us believe.
Robert Heilbroner contends that there is not one market system
in the United States but two. [7] One of these markets consists of
the millions of enterprises that make up that portion of the economy known as "small business." There are roughly 12 million
small busine ses m America as opposed to only 1.5 million larger
business corporations, which compose the second of Heilbroner's
markets. 'mall business collectively employs roughly 40 percent
of the American labor forcl compared to 25 percent that works
for big business and 35 percent that works for non-profit organ
izations. These 12 million mini businesses do not begin to match
the economic power of the giant enterprises at the other end of
the scale. Heilbron er, using the terminology of Robert Averitt,
characterizes the small business sector as constituting the
"periphery" and the giant organizations as composing the
"center" of American business activity.
According to Heilbroner, the market structure at the center is
characterized by an oligopolistic situation, while the periphery is
nearer the economists' classical competition model. 171 This
model implies a situation in which there are so many firms of
roughly the same size that no individual firm can directly mflu
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en_ce ma rket price~. _If indeed this is the case, t hen the classical
m1croeconom1c pricmg model must apply to the small f'
rathe_r than those in the "center " market. But an examm
· t· ll'msf
.
b
h.
. .
.
a ton o
the d tff. eren t mec_h amsms
y w 1ch pricmg decisions are actually
made 1~ th; peripheral market reveals discrepancies with th
eronom1sts model.
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The Economists' Demand-Oriented Pricing Approaches
T~e tv,o most commonly noted approaches to demand-oriented
pncmg are (I) marginal analysis a nd (2) a modified form of
break even analysis.
'.\-1arginal analysis assumes t hat the firm is a profit-maximizer
and kno"."'s the ?em and functi?n and. cost data for the products
undergoing pricing cons1derai.1ons. Given these cost and demand
functions. one ~an determine mathematically the price which will
max1m1ze profits, per period, for the firm. Sturdivant and his
colleagues suggest that marginal analysis is a method of determining "the additional marginal unit for which marginal revenue
equals the marginal cost of producing t he additional unit." 113] If
marginal revenue is greater t han marginal cost, output should be
continued untii the next unit produced has a marginal cost
greater than marginal revenue.
Even though marginal analysis may be quite useful for situations m which demand curves can be mea ningfully estimated, it
nevertheless contains some serious limitations for many practical business applications. It assu mes, first, that the firm will al\.\aj, s be a profit maximizer. (The arguments here are well publicized. ) Further, the model does not consider the reactions of people other than the immediate customers, or that the demand
S<'hedule for a particular product may be interrelated with other
products produced by the firm. In addition, the margi~al
analysis approach to understanding pricing ignores nonpnce
-.ar1ables while assuming that cost information is accura~e a~d
readily available - quite contrary to t he situation that exists in
many smaller business organizations.
A second method of demand-oriented pricing dealt with here is
a modified break even approach. (A more sim ple break-even ap·
proach to pricing will be discussed later.) Here, t he deman_d
curve for the product in question is incorporated into an analysts
of various break even points. (6) With the demand curve super·
imposed upon the break even chart, the pri~e analyst can select
the price which represents the greatest distance between the
total cost and total r even ue curves. This approach to br~ak-even
analysis ca n be quite useful if it is possibl~ to make estimates of
the most likely demand at each price. This method does appear
2

more intuitively appealing to practical businessmen than the
more obtuse method of marginal analysis. [1] It is doubtful, however, that this approach to pricing is widely followed in the
peripheral market in this country because demand schedules at
various prices ar e not readily available.
Beyond The Economists' Model

The determination of the peripheral firm's specific price does
not occur in an academic vacuum insulated, ceteris paribus, from
other pragmatic variables, Clearly factors such as the existence
of other products in the line, the nature of t he industry structure
in which the company operates, the type of middlemen utilized to
reach the ultimate consumer, and many other equally important
conditions exert considerable influence upon the domain of price
decision making. In addition, non -price variables, including ethical and legal considerations coupled with the forces of tradition,
culture, and psychological expectations, further complicate the
choice among price alternatives. Although all of these variables
deserve substantial comment, their in-depth analysis is beyond
the scope of this short paper. The purpose here is to review the
various methods by which firms actually determine the price of
their products. And, while there are numerous approaches to the
problem of price determination, those most frequently identified
by marketing professionals as particularly useful in price setting
activities will be the subject of this discussion.
Accordingly, the basic methods selected for this review are
the cost-oriented and competitive-oriented approaches to price
determination; the economists' demand-oriented approaches
have been noted. It must be remembered, however, that these
distinctions serve only to identify the approaches generally and
that they do not imply that they are mutually exclusive. The discussion also considers an aspect of price setting that the economists have completely ignored - the so called "psychological"
pricing practices.

Cost-Oriented Approaches

Typically, a cost-oriented approach to pricing involves the
calculation of those costs which can be directly and distinctly allocated to the product under consideration. Once these variable
costs have been determined, a certain amount of "overhead" consisting of the particular product's share of fixed costs is calculated. Finally, some predetermined markup is added. As A\pert
suggests, "these methods emphasize cost over demand considerations, although demand is sometimes loosely considered." [2]
3
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Markup Pricing

Of ~II the cost oriented approaches used, markup pricing_ a
favorite among wholesalers and retailers - is one of the most
frequently seen. The method is actually quite simple: markups
~hich typically vary a~ross product classes, are expressed as~
f1x_ed perce~tage of unit cost. retailer, for example, might receive a sh1pmen_t of magnetic rec?rdi~g tape, stereo tape
r_ecorders and wrist watches. To the invoice price, he may add a
fixed percentage (e. g., 40 percent) for each watch, a different
percentage (say 24 percent) for each box of recording tape and
finally, another (perhaps 10 percent) on each tape recorder.
'
A combination of factors generally determines the markup on
a product classification. These include manufacturers' suggestions, industry tradition, expected turnover, the extent of pilferage associated with the product and the amount of service required to sell it. :\1arkup pricing appears to be more of an art
than a science
it is quite difficult to explain or justify the variations in markups across selected product categories. However,
Lee Preston, in his study of pricing practices in the retail food industry, presented three commonly used "rules of thumb" which
help to explain the wide dispersion of markups within common
grocery product groups. He discovered that store managers felt
(1) markups should vary inv£>rsely with unit costs; (2) markups
should vary inversely with turnover; and (3) markups should be
higher and prices lower on private brands than on nationally advertised manufacturers' brands. [10 j
Co,t-Plu, Pricing

A second cost oriented pricing method and one quite similar to
the markup methods is commonly called cost plus pricing. T~is
method is frequently used by manufacturers and involves varia·
ble costs per unit augmented by some allowance or share of fa<;·
tory overhead. Thi~ "full cost" (variable cost per unit plus umt
allocation for overhead) is then increased by some markup. Cost·
plus pricing is often utilized in government negotiated contracts
in which the consumption of the firm's products is guaranteed.
Even though many firms adher e to markup a n~ c_ost:plus
prteing practices, both methods possess inherent hm1tattons,
among which are: (1) difficulties in allocating costs among pro·
ducts; and (2) fallacious assu mptions that estimated s~les and
production will actually be fulfilled at price levels resulting from
cost plus pricing. This method obviously ignores t he concept of
price elasticity. Anything like "maximum" profits, whe.~ i:e,;
suiting from a pricing procedure which merely adds a fair
4

markup to either full costs or invoice costs, is likely to occur by
coincidence at best. (2 I
Conw ntional Break-Even Pricing

Another method of price determination based upon cost orie ntation i the break-even analysis which is unlike the
demand -oriented break-even method mentioned earlier. In a
co t-oriented situation , the pricing executive attempts to relate
the firm's total costs and revenue to quantity sold, for the pur
pose of determin ing the "probable effects on profits of alternative courses of action, including price adjustments." [5) In the
typical break-even r:1odel, it is as urned that the tot~I costs incurred in the manufacture of a product can be delineated into
fixed and variable costs. If this is the case, break-even repre
sents a quick method of determining to what degree profits var y
with output. Essentially. one ascertains unit contribution to
profit and overhead (average selling price per unit minu
variable co t per unit) and then divides the amount of total fixed
costs by thi figure. The quotient represents the number of units
required to break even at the specified price with the associated
costs. Thus. thi!. procedure can be utilized to compute the effect
on the break even point of change,; in fixed costs or in unit con
tribution as a result of raising or lowering the selling pnce.
Alpert suggests that break even does not indicate what price i
be'>t: it merelv indicates the number of units which must be sold
at each price i"n order for the firm to "break even." (21
rar11:,•t Priring

.\ final and fn•qut'ntly seen method of cost oriented pricing is
called .. target rate of return pricing." lfore. only a minor altera
lion to th(• trad1uonal break. even model is required; the pricing
analy-;t needs only to increase the fixed cost fi!{ure used in break
l'\ C'n by the profit figure n•quired from invested capital before
taxes. F'undamentally. the required profit figure is treated a
simply another fixed cost. With this method, fixed costs are
incremented bj- this amount and the hreak even point 1s com
puled for each price reflecting the target rate or return required
b) the firm.
The principle weakness in both of the aboH' mentioned break
e\en model (<'onventional and target ) 1s that they do not mcor
porate demand ('onsiderations into the analysis. Further, the ef
fN·ts of ('Omp<•titors' -;trategies. market conditions and forms of
non pri('e competition are generally ignored. Nevertheless.
break even analvsis is considered to be an extremely useful tool
for the student of pricing. It allov, s consideration of_ unit cont:i
butions rather than "full" costs, and al the same time permit
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price decisions lo compare "the likelihoods that var ious breakeven points will be achieved at proposed price and cost mixtu res." [21
Competitive-Oriented Approaches

Of the competitive-oriented approaches lo pricing, "ballpark"
pricing and "follow t he leader" pricing are the most frequently
discussed in the marketing literature on pricing. [1] [5] [13] [9] In
the e approache to pricing, the competition's reactions to prices
are considered and, as the name of the general category implies,
the e reactions have a major innuence on the price established
by the firm .
Ballpark pricing i an attempt to price a specific product al, or
very near, the average price charged by the industry. In situation where costs and demand are difficult to estimate, management may find comfort in targeting towards the collective
wisdom of the indu try.
"Follow the leader" pricing is a similar practice, but with this
method the firm merely els its price al the level e lablished by
the industry leader. This pricing method is often referred to as
"administered" pricing and exists in the peripheral as well as the
center markets. Although one could provide strong arguments
for the multitude of weaknesses in the competitive-oriented
approaches, the extent of structural innuences in today's market
environment lends a certain amount of credence to the wisdom of
these practices.
Pricing And T he Con!>umer

These forms of price determination are not presented as an all
inclusive list. The purpose is to present major, commonly used
price determination methods that contrast with the economists'
view of pricing in the peripheral market. But consideration of
pricing in America would be incomplete without a brief look at
the very evident results of "psychological" pricing practices.
The economists' law of demand tells us that there is an inverse
relationship between the availability of a product or service and
its price. Furthermore, it is usually assumed that the demand
curve ex pre sing this generalization is s mooth and convex lo the
origin and s lopes downward to the right. Economists admit ~h~t
there are a few exceptions to this theory but, for the vast ma1or1ty of demand situations , it appears to be an accurate statement
of consumer purchasing behavior. In essence, it is assumed that
the "rational" consumer would prefer to purchase at lower than
at higher prices.

6

Psycholog ical Pricing Practices
There are, however, intriguing situations in which this
economic interpretation of consumer decision-making does not
appear appropriate. Persons who set prices are well aware that
there are instances in which various "psychological" pricing
practices can be utilized to stimulate greater sales. These practices are not predicated upon economic theory but, instead,
appeal to cer tain "quirks in the buyers psyche" or imply t he use
of psychological strategy by the price setter in arriving at his
price.121
Psychological pricing has been defined as a deliberate attem pt
to create an illusion about the price of a product in the mind of
the buyer. 151 The amount of knowledge about the subject is
meager at best. but evidence exists to indicate "that consumers
are not o simply motivated as the economists' demand curve
implies." 111 I Myers and Reynolds, in their treatment of price as
a variable in consumer behavior, uggest that consumers look for
signs or expectations in a product which lead them to anticipate a
certain level of quality of performance. [81 The price of a product
may be a very important sign in many purchasing situations, and
manufacturer and retailers employ a variety of strategies to
capitalize upon the consumer's "sign expectations."
\ lagic Pricing

One of lhe mo t frequently utilized methods of psychological
pricing is referred to ac; "magic" or "odd" pricing. Middlemen or
manufacturers attempt to set the retail price of the product just
under ome round figure in the belief that consumers will perceive the product as more advantageous than if priced at the
even figure. Odd prices are one or two cents below the next
highest price point (e.g., S.29, $.49, $.99. $2.98). Beckmar and
David on point out that the one and two cent reduction are
mo t commonly applied to products valued at four dollars or less.
Beyond that point and up to fifty dollars, odd prices are more
generally expressed in five cent reductions from the even price
(e.g., $4.95, $10.95. $-19.95). For products of considerable value,
the magic price may be presented with the odd ending ex pressed in dollar rather than cents (e. g., a color television set
adverti ed at $39 .00).
Supposedly, the original intent of odd pricing was to force
retail clerks to make change for customers and thereby insure
the recording of each transaction on the cash register. However,
the ~onsumer's bill at the cash register may or may not
terminate in an odd figure with today's sales taxes and current
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methods of retailing almost preclude the possibility of a sales not
bei ng ru ng u p.
Nevert he less, many manufacturer-;, wholesalers and retailers
still ad~ere lo the practice of e_tting magic p~ices. In one study,
over t hirty thousand products in seventy c1t1es were reviewed.
T he finding indicated a rather amazing tendency - only three
out of the ten possible numbers were u. ed as ter minal digits in
retail food pricing. Sixty four percent of all brand price occurrence ended with the number nine, nineteen percent ended in
the number five, and nine percent had the number t hree as the
terminal digit.
The rationale given for odd pricing is mixed, but one typically
hears that consumers feel the odd ending retail prices have been
lowered as much a possible. , ome retailers contend that consumers p'erceive $2.9 as just two dollars and a few pennies rather
than three dollars. Further, . ome practitioners sugge t that odd
ending prices possess some "magical" attributes relative to other
price . ;\,lore articles can be sold, for example, at $.17 than at
S.14. The seventeen cent pnce suggests a reduction from twenty
cents while the fourteen cent item suggests only a reduction
from fifteen cents. 12 I Finally, certain price endings are aid to
connote l"ertain things to consumers. Consumers have come to
expect prices ending in nine or five to represent product bargains at the retail le\el. On the- other hand. even ending prices,
especially with high priced merchandi-.e, connote quality.
Stanton and ,\!pert both indicate that expensive clothing and
Jewelry, for example, are rarely associated with odd prices. 1121

121

The emp1ncal evidence that 1s available seems to ind1<·ale that
"magic" prices ma) be an effect1\ e selling device for ,,ome products, but not nel'essarily for a general arra) of goods and ervices. Ginzberg in 19:36 attempted to discover 1f odd prices w~re
more effective in stimulating sales than the nearest even ending
price - his results were inconclusi,e. [41 ~t'arly thirty years
later, lY.o British economists rnnducted a similar study and con·
eluded that consumers may be condit10ned lo expect certain
pnce endings for certain products. [31 Hence, the evidence sup·
porting "magic pricing" is nebulous at best.
Pric~ Lirung

A second form of psy<·holog1cal pricing generally described_ in
the pricing literatu re is referred to as "price lining." In price
lining, the manufacturer "backs away" from the already estab·
lished retail price or the price felt to be psychologically attra~tive for the pertinent target market. Once t he appropriate retail
8

price has been decided upon, the manufacturer considers his ex
pected mar~eting and mate:ials c~sts a_nd then _de~ermines the
characteristics and the quality which will be built mto the product. In other words, the price comes first and then the product
characteristic are determined. For exam ple, adherin g lo t he
nickel price, both Hers hey's chocolate candy bars and Wrigley
chewing gun were diminished in size during the last few years
before retreat from the nickel price.
Tradition plays a tremendous role m price lining practices.
The belief that customers im,ist upon a particular price has made
many manufaeturers fearful of deviations away from the "neces
sary'' pricing point. As a result, prices for certain products tend
Lo cluster at some points while avoiding other . This is particu
larly appa rent in th<> automobile industry in which price lines
tend to focu on the "'low price," "intermediate market" and the
"luxury field." [21 Although consumer reaction has been given a
the reason for this phenomenon, the specific price "tradition"
(espe('1ally in the center markt•U is more likely a function of
oligopoly industry structures and the kinked dE>mand cur ve than
consumer tastes and preferenc<.'s! Th<.' eonsumer ba"ed explana
lion is probably mor<' accurate in the peripheral market.
l'r~sti!(,' l'r icing

The final form of psychological pri<·ing to he disyussed is pres
llge prn·ing. The firm attPmpts in thi., pricing- form to increase
its sal<•s by advertising its high price as an asset. It is basically
an attl'mpt to allO\\ <·onsumers to participate in what sociolog-ist
Thorst<•m \"ehlen tt•rmed "conspicuous consumption." In add1
lion lo allowing the buyer lo purcha<;c "snob" appeal. the manu
la<'lur!'r may he able to "trade up" otht•r products in his linP. The
high pmed, quality product may "rub off' and add prestige to
other products the rnmpany offt•rs at relative "bargain" levels.
Pre llge pricing is frequentlv SN'n in luxury type consumer pro
duct~ and in segm<•nts of the mdustr1al market whE>re product
reputation i" high.
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Summar)

The concept of psychological pr1cmg and a re\ 1e\\ of currently
used pm·ing practices pre>sent an inte resting departure from the
dassical parameters of microN·onomic theory. Although econ
omists' admit that t here are exceptions to the> downward
sloping, conve>ntional demand curve, the m0del is still the tool
used in most introductions to th<• subject of pricing in the peri
pheral market where, supposedly, t he classic competitive model
1s most accurate. This treatment of pricing practices makes no
claim of total coverage of a very complex and difficult a rea, but is
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intended to provide a n alternative view fo r t hose individuals who
really believe the microeconomic pricing model.
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